I CAN STILL DRIVE, BUT MY KIDS SAY NO!

MONDAY AUGUST 14
1pm-2pm
This is an online event

Register at Eventbrite or use the QR Code
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/640749578237

LEARN ABOUT:
- Importance of maintaining independence and community mobility
- How our overall health can affect our ability to function, including driving
- What skills are needed to be safely behind the wheel of a vehicle
- What does a Comprehensive Driving Evaluation entail

ABOUT OUR SPEAKER:
Joy Tandberg has been an Occupational Therapist since 1984 and has worked in a variety of settings throughout her career. Several years ago, she found a passion for working in driver rehab. This passion and the desire to provide services to the people of our rural communities inspired her to open Dak-Minn Driving Evaluations. As an Occupational Therapist and Driver Rehab Professional, Joy feels it is critical for people to maintain as much independence as possible, while keeping the community safe.

For more information:
Connie Troska | connie@nwrdc.org | 218-745-9118